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1   Vocabulary 

 A: Look at the pictures and complete the sentences with appropriate words. 

 

1.Smoking is …………………to everyone. 

2. Does water really…………………on Mars? 

  3. Iran is a……………country in Southwest Asia. 
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2  B:Fill in the blanks with the given words.( one word is extra)  

      

 prevent - despite –value –recent 

                     recognized  -  honest  -  relationship                                           

4. I helped Hassan in his English …………………his rude behavior. 

5. Tom and Mary don’t have a good………………….. . They always fight. 

6. I was surprised that you……………………..me after so many years. 

7. Many people in the world……………….the art and skill of Iranian artists. 

8. A:Why do you always get bad math marks? 

     B: To be……………. , I don’t like math. 

9. Her mother turned off the TV to……………her from watching too much cartoons. 
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3 C: Complete the sentences with the proper words. 

10. To have a healthier lifestyle , people should check their general………………..  . 

11. Technology………………….do not like to socialize with people.        
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4 D: Choose the correct answer. 

12. It's a(n) ………..that nobody was killed in the accident.  

    a. message                b. condition                     c. disorder                 d. miracle 

13. The price of gold………………from day to day. 

      a. varies                   b. increases                c. starts                  d. adds 

14.He wanted to know the……………..of his real father. 

     a. collection             b. value                 c. identity                   d. introduction 

15. Most of the villagers depend on farming and making handicrafts for……….. . 

       a. homeland                b. tradition                     c. income                d. pleasure 
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E: Write the synonyms or the antonyms of the underlined words. 

  

                        ( =…………………)    the poet's love of nature.  reflects16. This poem 

 . ( # ……………………)handicrafts help a country's economy. sellingMaking and 17.ٍ 

        .( = ……………………)the world without language. imagine18. It is impossible to  

                  factor to have a healthier life? ( #...........................) important19. What is the most 
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12 D: Complete the following sentence: 

36. I bought two…………………….. for breakfast.                                                            
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13 E: Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets. 

37.I have written the letter, but I…………………it yet. ( send ) 

38. Yesterday, I went………………………..with my friends. ( swim ) 
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Comprehension 

A:Read the passage and choose the correct answers. 

    Art is a creative activity by people. These people are called …………
39

………….. . They hope to 

affect the emotions of people who ……………
40

…………. it. Artists express themselves by their art. 

Some people find art …………
41

………… . Many people disagree on how to define art. Some say 

people are driven to make art because of their own creativity. Art includes drawing, 

……………
42

………… , sculpting , photography, performance art, music, poetry and theatre.  

39  a) artists                b) workers                  c) rulers                   d) surfers 

     40.   a) increase            b) experience              c) decrease              d) measure 

     41.   a) weaving            b) reflecting                c) relaxing               d) smoking 

     42.   a) jogging             b) hunting                   c) sailing                  d) painting 
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15 B: Read the passage and answer the questions. 

     Whenever I remember the early days of my English language learning, I feel how 

important to me it was to speak English no matter how difficult it might be. To be honest , at 

the beginning of learning English, I had difficulty making English sentences correctly. 

Besides, I couldn’t pronounce or understand English words well. Therefore, I learned it in 

an English institute to improve both my speaking and listening comprehension. 

       I spent two hours a day listening to English songs, watching movies, and reading short 

stories. After a while, my English began improving greatly and I really found it easy to 

communicate with people who could speak English. 

       Finally, I should say that , everyone can learn English easily if she / he is not young. 

She / He should try hard and believe in himself/ herself. 

 

43. How much time the writer spend practicing English at home? 

      …………………………………………………………. . 

44.What does the word  "it"  line 4, refers to? 

      a. institute           b. English           c. speaking             d. language 

45. What is the passage mainly about? 

      a. English language learning                    b. making English sentences correctly 

      c. Being in an English institute                d. Listening and watching movies 

 

 
           

 

                                                                                                        Good Luck                            

                                                                                                                            A.Abi 
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